Integral Analysis of a Vehicle and Electric Power Steering Logic for Improving Steering Feel Performance
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Abstract: This research aims to investigate steering feel by analyzing a steering system and an electric power steering logic. First, steering feel is defined based on previous research, and methods for evaluating it are discussed. Second, a sensitivity analysis is conducted by modeling our developed vehicle and that of a competitor known for its excellent steering feel via a multi-body simulation. We then propose a straightforward method to determine the parameters associated with steering feel to achieve the desired steering characteristics. Last, by modifying the electric power steering control system, we achieve a steering feel in our vehicle that matches the desired steering characteristics.
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1. Introduction

When a vehicle is driven in a nominally straight line but encounters large-radius bends at high speeds and low lateral accelerations (≤0.2 g), the handling characteristic perceived by the driver is known as on-center steering feel. According to [1,2], the majority of drivers operate their vehicles within the on-center steering area. Therefore, in general, the steering feel experienced in the on-center region significantly influences the daily driving experience of drivers.

Steering feedback in the on-center driving scenario is influenced by various factors. In [3–5], researchers analyzed the effects of steering mechanism characteristics, nonlinearity of assist torque, friction, and vehicle lateral response. In another study [6], additional analyses were conducted on factors such as the steering ratio, caster angle, steering system stiffness, and tire characteristics. Furthermore, refs. [7,8] focused on analyzing the influence of friction and the angle of the universal joint on the steering mechanism. The aforementioned studies confirmed that steering feedback is influenced by various factors. This implies that even with modifications in the vehicle design based on an analysis of these influencing factors, achieving the desired steering feel may be difficult due to trade-offs with other factors. Studies [9] indicate that design modifications can improve steering feedback. However, changing the design typically incurs a greater expense than software adjustments. Additionally, beyond certain stages of development, implementing design changes can become challenging. Consequently, achieving the desired steering feel requires significant cost and time investments in the design phase.

To expedite the development process and reduce costs, researchers have made various attempts to build a reliable simulation model for analyzing steering characteristics. In [4,8,10], steering systems were implemented and analyzed through mathematical modeling. This approach is relatively simple to implement and suitable for parameter studies. However, it cannot precisely replicate nonlinearities in a real vehicle. In [11,12], nonlinear
elements were additionally considered. Moreover, a vehicle model capable of representing the lateral characteristics of the vehicle was implemented, allowing for an interpretation from the perspective of the entire vehicle, rather than one limited to the steering system. However, according to [2], the elasticity of vehicle components influences handling characteristics. Especially in the on-center area, where factors such as the steering column and friction and chassis elasticity have an impact on the steering characteristics, considering these factors in the simulation environment is crucial in establishing reliable simulation models.

In [13], a notable study, the authors implemented a full vehicle model in a multi-body simulation environment and conducted model validation to ensure the reliability of both the vehicle and steering system model. Using the validated model, the electric power steering (EPS) control system was tuned to achieve the same level of steering feel as the target vehicle. However, they did not analyze the target vehicle. This means that they could not suggest which component should be modified in the next stage as the desired steering feel could not be achieved through EPS controller tuning. Moreover, they did not mention which features of the EPS controller were tuned and how this was performed. Therefore, we extend these previous works, including the one mentioned above, by analyzing the reasons for the differences in steering feel between our vehicle and a competitor’s vehicle. Based on this analysis, we suggest a method to design the EPS controller so that its steering feel matches that of the target vehicle. Additionally, by identifying the individual impact of major factors affecting steering feel, we provide various options for modifying the steering feel.

Steering feel refers to the sensation experienced by a driver when performing steering actions. It is subjective and dependent on the driver’s preferences. In [12], subjective expressions of steering feel were defined. Specifically, the factors contributing to a trained driver negatively perceiving “inertia feel” remain unclear. Even if engineers identify the factors, how they can be improved and to what extent remain unclear. Therefore, steering feel should be quantified and defined, which will serve as the criteria for setting improvement methods and goals.

In 1984, Kenneth D. Norman proposed experimental evaluation standards [14], known as the steering feeling index for the on-center handling area, by measuring the steering wheel angle, steering torque, and lateral acceleration. The measured values were obtained by inputting steering angles at a frequency of 0.2 Hz, which resulted in a lateral acceleration of approximately 0.2 g. Thereafter, other studies expanded on Norman’s proposal by introducing refined indices, as listed in Table 1.

### Table 1. Steering feel evaluation indices and maneuvers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Related Previous Work</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Maneuver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2 Hz/approx. 0.2 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWA–yaw rate time lag</td>
<td>0.2 Hz/approx. 0.1 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akira Higuchi et al., 2001 [16]</td>
<td>SWA, SWT, yaw rate, roll rate</td>
<td>Slow ramp angle input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWA–lateral acc. time lag</td>
<td>2°/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Kamel Salaani et al., 2004 [17]</td>
<td>SWA, SWT, lateral acc.</td>
<td>Sinusoidal angle input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2 Hz/approx. 0.25 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slow ramp angle input</td>
<td>Not specified [°/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impulse angle input</td>
<td>60° and hand off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transfer function</td>
<td>Sinusoidal angle input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(In: SWA/out: SWT)</td>
<td>≤1.5 Hz~≥2.5 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Andrew Heathershaw et al., 2006 [18]  
SWA, SWT, yaw rate gain  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Pattern</th>
<th>Indexes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sinusoidal angle input</td>
<td>Half sinusoidal angle input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single sinusoidal angle input</td>
<td>0.2 Hz-0.33 Hz/approx. 0.2 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow ramp angle input</td>
<td>10°/s-30°/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step angle input</td>
<td>Not specified [deg]/ hold 2 s-3 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* SWA (steering wheel angle); ** SWT (steering wheel torque).

In [15], the authors aimed to quantify vehicle handling by utilizing the time lag between steering angle and yaw rate. However, this approach was not widely adopted in subsequent studies. It was more common to use lateral acceleration to evaluate vehicle response. In [16], the authors interpreted the impact of roll rate on steering feel by considering changes caused by vehicle motion. This consideration was for the interpretation of time lag, and as mentioned in the conclusions of the paper, it did not exhibit a strong correlation. In [17], two novel evaluation methods were introduced. The first was the flick test, where a sharp steering angle is inputted quickly, followed by releasing the steering wheel. This test was performed to verify returnability and assess the torque perceived by the driver during emergency maneuvers. The second method was applied to assess torque/angle in the frequency domain to evaluate vehicle response. In [18], various steering input patterns were presented. While many previous studies derived steering feel indices using sinusoidal steering input, the authors here utilized sine steer but with a more detailed breakdown to effectively examine on-center steering characteristics. Moreover, step steer, which, after sine steer, is another commonly used input pattern, was presented.

Lastly, [19] conducted a correlation analysis to derive indices that exhibit a high correlation with the driver’s subjective evaluation from among indices defined by different manufacturers and organizations. This correlation analysis established criteria for assessing whether the steering characteristics of the vehicle under development have been successfully implemented according to the design. Recent studies, [20,21] that utilized driver-in-the-loop simulations still performed evaluations using the indices and maneuvers mentioned in [19] and Table 1. In this study, based on the findings from various research, we define the steering feel indices in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.

This study aimed to evaluate steering feel performance by analyzing our vehicle and a competitor’s vehicle, known for its excellent steering feel, using a multi-body simulation model. Constructing a full vehicle model in the simulation environment enables an independent analysis of the various factors that influence steering feel, making it essential for a comprehensive interpretation of steering feel. While previous studies focused on analyzing the individual elements that affect steering feel, we approached the analysis from a component perspective to identify the most efficient direction to modify the steering feel of our vehicle. For example, if achieving the desired steering feel through the least costly method, such as tuning the EPS control system, is not possible, the analysis becomes even more important. It then becomes necessary to consider whether developing a new control system or conducting a suspension design revision with the tuned existing control system would be more effective in achieving the desired steering feel. However, in situations where the influence of the control system alone cannot resolve the issue, the aforementioned choices may be initially unsuitable. Therefore, in this study, we conducted a sensitivity analysis using our vehicle and a target vehicle to determine how to modify the factors and derive the most efficient combination when modifying a single factor does not yield the desired objectives. These benefits outweigh the costs associated with reverse engineering. Based on the aforementioned background, our initial focus was on establishing objective indices for steering feel through subjective–objective correlation studies. Subsequently, we reverse-engineered the competitor vehicles. Lastly, we proposed a design method to overcome the trade-off relationship between reducing initial torque due to
friction and increasing stability by damping, enabling us to emulate the desirable steering feel of the reference vehicle.

2. Identifying Steering Feel Factors

2.1. Steering Feel Performance Index

In this study, we utilized the indices commonly selected in previous research defining steering feel. All the indices were measured by the driver or a steering robot while inputting the steering angle. First, two indices could be observed when the steering angle was used as the input, and the corresponding steering torque was measured. As depicted in Figure 1a, the steering torque at a 0° steering angle represents an important aspect related to perceived differences and the change in steering torque with respect to the steering angle. Additionally, the slope of the steering torque at 0° was defined as the stiffness.

Second, by considering the relationship between steering torque and lateral acceleration, multiple indices can be examined, including steering returnability, off-center steering effort, and torque build-up linearity, as shown in Figure 1b. In [15], lateral acceleration and yaw velocity were defined as representing the responsiveness of the vehicle, as illustrated in Figure 2. However, most researchers consistently consider lateral acceleration, but only a few studies take yaw rate into account. According to [19], all the information obtainable from the yaw rate can also be derived from lateral acceleration. Consequently, to verify the reliability of our simulation model and assess any improvements in steering feel, we employed steering angle, steering torque, and lateral acceleration.

Figure 1. (a) Steering feel performance indices in steering wheel angle and torque graph; (b) steering feel performance indices in lateral acceleration and steering wheel torque graph.

Figure 2. Steering response performance factors (Farrer [15], 1993).
2.2. Test Method of On-Center Handling Performance

The test scenarios to obtain the defined steering performance indices were as follows. One scenario was the weave test, which involves applying a sinusoidal steering angle input of 0.2 Hz at a high vehicle speed (100 km/h) to generate a lateral acceleration of 0.2 g, as shown in Figure 3. Under these conditions, the vehicle reaches a steady state after one cycle, and the quantitative indices can be obtained using the values of the steering angle and steering torque at a specific lateral acceleration. This test scenario is defined in ISO 13674-1 [22].

The other scenario was the transition test, which involves providing a ramp steering wheel input of 5°/s at a high vehicle speed (100 km/h). Unlike the weave test, this test focuses on capturing the transient response during the early stage of steering and primarily reveals the steady-state response. This test scenario is also defined in ISO 13674-2 [23].

![Figure 3. Steering feeling test methods (ISO 13674-1, 2).](image)

In this study, we classified the handling as on-center and off-center based on the knee point of the transition test result curve. In the on-center section, when the steering angle is inputted, the steering torque response is sharply increased, and when the steering torque is inputted, the steering angle response is slowly increased due to the steering friction. Therefore, the response curves of the on-center section are highly nonlinear as compared to those of the off-center section. The two test scenarios defined by ISO were utilized to verify the abovementioned steering characteristics.

2.3. Analysis of the Steering Feel Mechanism

In this section, the free-body diagrams from the steering wheel to the tire are presented as three frames. We utilized them to analyze the factors affecting steering feel and in what direction our vehicle should be designed to achieve the steering feel of the target vehicle [24,25]. Figure 4 shows the components from the steering wheel to the pinion.

![Figure 4. Free-body diagram: from the steering wheel to the pinion.](image)
The equation of the upper steering system is presented in Equation (1), which comprises the driver torque input $\tau_{sw}$, steering wheel inertia $I_{sw}$, torsion bar stiffness $K_{tb}$, and steering wheel and column angles $\delta_{sw}, \delta_c$. Assume that the column damping is negligible. The reaction force from the rack to the pinion affects the pinion, as shown in Equation (2). The motor torque $\tau_m$ applied at the lower column assists the driver’s steering intention in conjunction with the EPS control system. $\tau_{fric,c}r_p$ are the friction torque at the column and the radius of the pinion gear, respectively.

$$\tau_{sw} = J_{sw}\ddot{\delta}_{sw} + K_{tb}(\delta_{sw} - \delta_c)$$

$$K_{tb}(\delta_{sw} - \delta_c) + \tau_m - \tau_{fric,c} - J_c\ddot{\delta}_c = F_{\text{reaction}} \cdot r_p$$

Second, the relationship between the pinion and tie rod is shown in Figure 5. As shown in Equation (3), the reaction force applied to the rack $F_{\text{reaction}}$ results in the movement of the rack $x_r$ against friction and inertia $F_{\text{fric,r}}$ from the rack and wheel.

$$F_{\text{reaction}} = m_s\ddot{x}_s + F_{tie} \cdot \cos \beta + F_{\text{fric,r}}$$

Lastly, the tie rod to the tire is shown in Figure 6. The axis of steering in the tire is mainly determined by the caster angle, which is presented as a red dot in the figure. The point of application of the tie rod and the angle between the wheel rotation axis and tie rod are presented as a blue dot and $\beta$, respectively. Equation (4) represents the force from the tie rod $F_{tie}$ to the tire lateral force $F_{tie} \cdot J_{tie} \tau_{fric,s}$ are the inertia of the wheel and the friction at the suspension, respectively. $l_e$ is the effective arm length, which denotes the distance between the steering axis and the tie rod application point. $l_t$ is the trail arm that indicates the distance between the steering axis and the point of action of tire lateral force.

$$F_{tie} \cdot l_e = J_{tie}\ddot{\theta}_t + F_{tie} l_t + \tau_{fric,s}$$

Equation (5) can be obtained from Equations (1)–(4). Combining the three aforementioned frames, we can derive an equation for the mechanism of constructing the driver’s steering torque.

$$F_{tie} l_e = \frac{l_e}{\cos \beta \cdot r_p} \left( \tau_{sw} - J_{sw}\ddot{\delta}_{sw} + \tau_m - \tau_{fric,c} - (J_c + r_p^2 m_T)\ddot{\delta}_c - \tau_{fric,r} \right) - \frac{J_{tie}}{l_e} r_p \ddot{\delta}_c - \tau_{fric,s}$$

Assuming that the angular acceleration of the steering wheel and column are the same, Equation (6) can be established.

$$\tau_{sw} = \frac{\cos \beta \cdot r_p}{l_e} \left( F_{tie} l_t + \tau_{fric,s} \right) - \left( \tau_m - \tau_{fric,c} - \tau_{fric,r} \right) + \left( J_{sw} + J_c + r_p^2 m_T \right) \ddot{\theta}_t - \left( J_{tie} \cos \beta \cdot r_p^2 \right) \ddot{\delta}_{sw}$$

As shown in Equation (6), the linearity of the tire lateral force significantly affects the steering feel. Additionally, designing minimal friction at the column, rack, and suspension contributes toward a linear steering feel. This finding aligns with the results of previous studies, which emphasize the influence of friction occurring at various locations in the steering system on the handling characteristics [7]. Particularly, in on-center handling situations with small steering angles, the role of friction cannot be ignored [2]. If friction cannot be minimized, the EPS control system can compensate for the friction elements to improve on-center handling. Furthermore, the angular acceleration term of the steering wheel can be used to derive the characteristics of steering feel during transient steering. A smaller steering gear ratio and caster trail can enhance the clarity of on-center handling. Specifically, an ideal solution for obtaining appropriate steering feedback in the on-center area is utilizing a variable steering gear ratio, as demonstrated in [26].

Based on the above conclusion, we conducted a sensitivity analysis by modifying the chassis and suspension, and we analyzed the effects of variations in key tire parameters. Lastly, we developed a method to improve our EPS logic to achieve a steering feel similar to that of the target vehicle.
3. Simulation Environment for Steering Feel Performance Prediction

3.1. Implementation of Integrated Vehicle Model

We aimed to improve the steering characteristics of our vehicle so that they were similar to those of the target vehicle by utilizing a simulation environment. To achieve this, a reliable virtual vehicle model is essential. As mentioned earlier, the inertia, damping, and stiffness of the steering system, as well as friction and chassis elasticity, among other factors, influence the handling characteristics of the vehicle. Therefore, all these factors should be considered in the simulation environment to obtain a reliable vehicle model as shown in Figure 7.

Accordingly, we modeled our vehicle in a multi-body simulation environment and modeled a separate EPS system to incorporate the steering system characteristics. To enhance the reliability of the steering characteristics, we applied the friction model shown in Figure 8, which includes various components, such as rack gear operation friction and damping, motor gear interlocking friction and damping, the stiffness characteristics of the steering force transmission members, and motor rotation dynamics’ characteristics.

The EPS control system has various functions to compensate for factors such as inertia and friction. The basic EPS control system includes a power assist, friction compensation, inertia compensation, and damping [27,28]. These functions help reduce the nonlinear effects, especially in the on-center handling area, where they can have a significant impact on the test results. Furthermore, recent research has focused on developing control systems that are robust to disturbances [29–32]. The steering feel and vehicle handling characteristics can be adjusted depending on the performance of the control system. Therefore, for reliable vehicle handling characteristics, the EPS control system should be integrated into the simulation environment, as depicted in Figure 9.
Figure 7. Reverse engineering of control logic through implementing the same input and output.

Figure 8. Steering system model and microsection elastic deformation characteristics friction model.

Figure 9. Model for vehicle and control system integration characteristics.

Lastly, to validate the integrated vehicle model, the two aforementioned test methods were performed. As shown in Figures 10 and 11, not only the steering response but also the handling characteristics of our vehicle were accurately captured. Therefore, the
integrated vehicle model can also capture the characteristics of the target vehicle. In Section 3.2, we describe the construction process of the target vehicle in the simulation environment.

![Torque Feedback](image1)

**Figure 10.** Reliability of steering evaluation at weave test.

![Steering Response](image2)

![Torque Feedback](image3)

**Figure 11.** Reliability of steering evaluation at transition test.

### 3.2. Construction of Target Vehicle Model

In Section 3.1, we described the implementation of our vehicle in a simulation environment and the verification of its reliability. Using a similar approach, we reverse-engineered the parts of the target vehicle and implemented them in the simulation environment.

In modeling the competitor vehicle, we obtained data through testing on a test bench to incorporate the characteristics of the chassis elasticity, friction, and steering system via a similar modeling process as that of our vehicle. To validate the implementation results, the lateral response of the actual competitor vehicle was compared with that of the simulated vehicle, as shown in Figure 12. This validation was performed for the vehicle model while excluding the EPS control system. The steering feel is implemented in Section 3.3 based on the reliable competitor vehicle model obtained.
3.3. Extraction of EPS Control Logic Characteristics of Target Competitor Vehicle

The EPS logic in the target vehicle cannot be directly measured as a separate component, unlike the chassis. Therefore, we performed reverse engineering based on the EPS control system in our vehicle to extract the logic factors. As expected, when applying the EPS control system of our vehicle to the target vehicle, differences in steering feel performance were observed. Therefore, the control system was fine-tuned to achieve the same characteristics as the real car data of the target vehicle. However, only tuning the EPS control system could not achieve the desired outcome. Thus, we modified our EPS control system with regard to the function of damping.

Regarding the transient steering characteristics, the initial steering torque gradient caused by friction is not properly offset, unlike in the measurement data, as shown in Figure 13b. This difference is primarily attributed to friction. To accurately implement the steering characteristics of the competitor vehicle, friction compensation should be enhanced. When significant steering torque is required at the initial steering stage due to friction, one approach is to increase the proportional gain to the high-frequency component generated by applying a high-pass filter to the torque sensor signal, as illustrated by the blue line in Figure 13b. However, too large a high-frequency assist distorts the torque response to a sinusoidal steering input, as shown in Figure 14a. This leads to an overly reduced damping characteristic and diminished friction feel. Additionally, in such cases, the steering wheel becomes more susceptible to disturbances and loses stability, as depicted in Figure 14b. To achieve stability and damping feel, the damping gain should be increased. However, increasing the damping also offsets the enlarged high-frequency assist. Thus, a significant trade-off between these factors exists, making it challenging to set.
the logic factors to match the steering feel characteristics of the competitor vehicle using high-frequency assist.

![Image](image1.png)

**Figure 13.** (a) Comparison of weave test; (b) comparison of transition test.

![Image](image2.png)

**Figure 14.** (a) Steering torque route twist; (b) decreasing stability under high-frequency assist.

To solve this problem, we proposed increasing the high-frequency assist with variable damping gain. First, the high-frequency assist gain was increased to improve the offset in the transition test. Then, to fix the torque route twist problem, we modified the damping gain that could be set by steering angular velocity. The detailed parameter settings are as follows:

As shown in Figure 15, the damping parameters were set by dividing the steering angular velocity into three sections. Unlike the conventional spec that defined only one gain regardless of the steering angular velocity, increasing the high-frequency assist gain did not cause the previously defined problem. Before setting up the configurations for each section, the damping gain in Section2 (0.1–0.3 rev/s) was increased to improve the damping feel and route twist that had been degraded by the increase in the high-frequency assist gain. The following section-specific configurations were then implemented.
• Section1: Set a minimum level of resistance for the initial steering input and small-angle returnability (0–0.1 rev/s).

When setting the damping gain to satisfy damping feel and stability, the level of resistance to driver steering increased, resulting in a delay in the initial response to rapid steering, such as step steer. However, applying the proposed method, the required torque at the initial steering phase was reduced, leading to the tire steering angle increasing, as shown in Figure 16a. In addition, the effect of damping on returnability was observed in hands-off situations, and improved returnability could be confirmed through the proposed methods, as shown in Figure 16b.

• Section2: Set a consistent damping feel independent of angular velocity in sinusoidal steering (0.1–0.3 rev/s).

The damping gain was set as the required damping divided by the steering angular velocity to achieve a damping feel independent of the input angular velocity. The required damping was set to satisfy the route twist problem and stability, as mentioned earlier, consequently offsetting the effects of the increase in high-frequency assist, as shown in Figure 17.
Section 3: Set the minimum resistance for urgent steering and returnability (~0.3 rev/s). By reducing the gain in the remaining sections, we enhanced the steering response and returnability, as shown in the blue trajectory in Figure 18. Consequently, we successfully achieved the desired steering performance across various scenarios.

Figure 17. Steering performance at various steering angular velocities.

- Figure 18. Comparison of steering returnability during high-speed maneuver.

4. Sensitivity Analysis for Improving Steering Feel

4.1. Difference Analysis between the Competitor Vehicle Model and Our Vehicle Model

After obtaining the simulation model for predicting the performance of the competitor vehicle, the factors affecting the steering feeling performance could be analyzed through a sensitivity analysis with respect to the difference between our vehicle and the competitor's. We analyzed the effects of the difference between the two vehicles with respect to the steering system, suspension, and tire (Figure 19).
Figure 19. Effect analysis of vehicle characteristic factors.

For reference, the lateral acceleration level appears different in Figure 20, which is the result of the same steering angle input, due to a change in the understeer characteristics.

• Case Study Model 1: Steering

Applying the steering system of our vehicle to the target vehicle (Figure 20, red line vs. black line) revealed an overall decrease in steering torque due to excessive power assist. In addition, a decrease in the gradient was observed in the off-center region, which did not provide proper feedback to the driver.

• Case Study Model 2: Suspension

When applying the suspension (Figure 20, red line vs. green line) and our chassis (including the steering system and suspension) to the target vehicle (Figure 20, red line vs. dotted red line), the steering wheel torque in the off-center area was reduced. This is because the caster trail ($l_c$ in Figure 6) of our development vehicle is smaller, which can be compensated for to a certain extent by reducing the assist torque of the steering system. Moreover, passing through the on-center section, the hysteresis width of the steering wheel torque increased. This is attributable to the friction and damping of the suspension increasing, and compensation to some extent being achieved by changing the damping logic of the steering system.

• Case Study Model 3: Tire

Applying the tire of our vehicle to the target vehicle (Figure 20, red line vs. yellow line) yielded almost the same result. This is because tire cornering stiffness is a factor that determines the lateral acceleration response characteristics by the steering angle input and, thus, has little effect on the steering wheel torque characteristics for lateral acceleration. Therefore, to determine the influence of tire cornering stiffness changes, the lateral acceleration response according to the steering angle input and the resulting steering wheel torque response must be analyzed by accounting for the complexity involved, which will be covered separately in the next section.
4.2. Effect Analysis of the Design Parameters of Tires

The tire characteristics are important in that they can be modified to improve the performance of a vehicle without changing the suspension. Therefore, we conducted a sensitivity analysis on the main parameters of the tires. First, as shown in the lateral acceleration vs. steering angle graph in Figure 21a, an increase in the cornering stiffness of the tire simultaneously results in improved steering sensitivity and maximum lateral acceleration. Furthermore, it decreases the width of the hysteresis curve, improving the initial response characteristics and reducing the lateral acceleration lag time. Second, as the lateral acceleration lag time decreases, the build-up characteristic, as shown in Figure 21b, increases, and the steering wheel torque loss in the on-center section decreases. Lastly, as the pneumatic trail intensified, and the build-up characteristic under the returnability effect, on-center steering wheel torque loss, and lateral acceleration lag increased.

As the pneumatic trail intensified, the build-up characteristic, as shown in Figure 22, also intensified due to restoration effects, known as the aligning moment. This is the same principle as increasing the caster trail. Tire cornering stiffness determines the lateral acceleration response characteristics under the steering angle input and, therefore, has little effect on the steering wheel torque characteristics under lateral acceleration.
4.3. Realization of Steering Feel Performance Improvement by Logic Tuning

If the steering feel performance improves solely through changes in the EPS logic, it should be achieved with minimal costs while minimally affecting other aspects of performance. EPS logic tuning methods to realize the steering feel of the competitor vehicle are the same as the methods in Section 3.3. In this section, based on the previously described methods and the test results of our adjusted vehicle, we demonstrate the outcomes of our proposed approach to improve the steering feel.

Initially, as the transition test result shows (Figure 23, Table 2), we increased the high-frequency gain to decrease the initial torque, which was demonstrated at very low lateral acceleration, by differentiating the torque sensor signal. Our adjusted car exhibited 78% of the initial torque, which was close to that of the competitor car (73%). Additionally, the gradient of the competitor’s car was 38% higher than that of our car. Our adjusted car achieved a gradient enhancement of 35%, and it closely mirrored that of the competitor car. In essence, we resolved the lack of a linear increase in the steering torque of our car with increasing lateral acceleration. Meanwhile, we reduced the initial torque so that drivers perceive less friction.

Second, as can be seen in the sinusoidal steering graph and Table 3, we reduced the excessive power assist to increase the steering torque at the off-center area. We increased the peak torque of our car by 14%, aligning it closely with the peak torque of the competitor car. Moreover, the torque damping feel, the distance of the steering wheel torque at 0 g, remained unchanged. This means that we managed to maintain stability by applying variable damping gain. As a result, both a decrease in the friction feel in the early stages of steering and an increase in the damping feel during repeated steering, which share a trade-off relationship, were simultaneously achieved.
Table 3. Steering feel performance improvement results from weave test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maneuver (Weave Test)</th>
<th>Max Torque (Normalized)</th>
<th>Torque Damping Feel (Normalized)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our car (base)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitor car (reverse eng.)</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our car (adjusted)</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 23. Realizing the sinusoidal characteristic of the competitor vehicle via logic tuning.

5. Conclusions

The handling characteristic perceived by a driver is referred to as the on-center steering feel, which is determined by the nonlinear characteristics of the steering system, the EPS control system, and the lateral force generation characteristics of the tire. To improve this, we analyzed the steering mechanism to identify the key factors affecting steering feel. A target vehicle with good steering feel was then implemented in a multi-body simulation environment. From this, we conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine the important factors influencing steering feeling via systematic approaches. Afterward, we explored ways to improve the steering feel of our vehicle based on changes in the key factors identified in the analysis of the mechanism.

We confirmed that the multi-body simulation environment can capture the steering feeling of the vehicle. Based on this, we constructed a reliable vehicle model by reverse-engineering the steering system, chassis, and tires of the target vehicle without EPS control logic. To achieve the steering feel of the target vehicle, we refined the damping coefficient of our EPS logic by dividing it into three sections. Accordingly, we were able to conduct a sensitivity analysis by applying the components of our vehicle to the target vehicle. Finally, to overcome the differences between our vehicle and the target vehicle, we modified our EPS logic at the lowest possible cost. As a result, we were able to achieve steering characteristics similar to those of the target vehicle.

This study granted us insights into the design of the EPS logic, which are crucial for achieving the desired steering feel. After obtaining these insights, we applied the knowledge to our production vehicle. As a result, our production vehicle exhibited the desired steering feel. Furthermore, as we considered the correlation between subjective and objective assessment, the subjective testers provided positive feedback on the steering feel. The testers’ feedback reinforced the validity and reliability of our study.

In future work, we will integrate an actuator, such as a brake system, in a steering system similar to that which was separately modeled. The integrated simulation model will facilitate the analysis of steering feel during interventions from systems other than the steering system. Furthermore, we aim to develop a closed-loop EPS control system to prevent the degradation of steering feel due to interferences from other systems.
this system, we anticipate a decrease in tuning time, improved disturbance rejection, and an assurance of robust performance.
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